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Charles D.V. d’Orbigny’s “Dictionnaire Universel
d’Histoire Naturelle”: proposed dates for livraisons,
with itemized contents of each

NEaL L. EvENHUIS
Bishop Museum, 1525 Bernice Street, Honolulu, Hawai‘i 96817-2704, USA; email:
NealE@bishopmuseum.org
Abstract. Dates of publication for all 150 livraisons of the text volumes of Charles D.v.
d’Orbigny’s 1839–1849 Dictionnaire Universel d’Histoire Naturelle are given and the
contents of each livraison are itemized.

INTRODUCTION
almst 30 years ago in this journal, Evenhuis (1990) researched and presented the dates of
publication for almost all the 150 livraisons (each labelled as “Série” on the wrapper) of
Charles D.v. d’Orbigny’s Dictionnaire Universel d’Histoire Naturelle, published from
1839 to 1849 in 13 volumes. various published records of receipt of the livraisons of the
work examined at that time often gave only the livraison number but not the pages included nor the contents. Therefore, an incomplete table of contents and only pages of a few
livraisons were able to be presented by Evenhuis (1990). a re-examination of the work
and further research into publication dates of the livraisons since 1990 has led to more
accurate dates for virtually all the 150 livraisons of the and the contents of each livraison
or sets of livraisons received by societies and publishers and recorded in the periodical literature. The results are presented here and are intended to augment that 1990 work.

Background to the work and its importance in biological taxonomy
One of the results of the age of Enlightenment in 18th century Europe, and especially
France, was a number of “dictionnaires” and “encyclopédies” produced by numerous different publishers, which were intended to “enlighten” (educate) the public while simultaneously allowing scientists to make some extra money on the side by being contracted by
editors or publishers in publishing chapters or entries in these multi-volume works [cf.
Evenhuis (2003) regarding the background and history to the prodigious Encyclopédie
Méthodique].
One such dictionnaire was the Dictionnaire Universel d’Histoire Naturelle, edited by
Charles D.v. d’Orbigny and published in 13 volumes plus 3 separate volumes of atlas
from 1839–1849. Dozens of scientists and other experts were contracted by d’Orbigny to
fill out these volumes with entries for various subjects on natural history, especially short
entries defining generic names in both plants and animals.
Besides acting as a major references for the knowledge of general natural history at
the time, many of the taxonomic entries included descriptions of novel taxa and also specified explicitly the type species of many nominal genera. In some cases, these typifications were the earliest for nominal genera that had been proposed without having had a
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Figure 1. Front wrapper of volume 2 of the atlas showing the blank area in front of “Série” for inserting by hand the number of the livraison (série). The date on the wrapper is not the date of the volume,
but was a scrap wrapper used to contain the plates for this purchase. Source: Wellcome Library, UK
via Biodiversity Heritage Library.
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Figure 2. Back wrapper of volume 2 of the atlas showing the information on frequence of publication
and date of publication of the first 9 livraisons (= dix-huit volumes). Source: Wellcome Library, UK
via Biodiversity Heritage Library.

type species originally designated. For example, Evenhuis & Thompson (1990) gave a list
of those type designations just for generic names of Diptera, 37 of which were earlier than
previously known.
Given the taxonomic and nomenclatural importance of this and other contemporary
dictionaries and encyclopedias that were issued in parts, it is important to be able to accurate date the issuance of each of those parts of these works. The proposed dates of publication given here for the d’Orbigny’s Dictionnaire Universel encompass all but six of the
150 livraisons comprising the text volumes.

PUBLICATION OF THE DICTIONNAIRE
Wrappers
Since my original publication of the dating of this work in 1990, a few wrappers have
come to my attention that give information about how the work was intended to and actu-
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ally published. The wrappers found were apparently used to cover text and plates of a purchase after the original issuance of the volumes. For example, the wrappers used for the
atlas volumes include one without a date (for atlas volume 1), one with an 1845 date (for
atlas volume 3), and two with a June 1847 date on the back wrapper (atlas volumes 2, 4)
and were most likely scrap that were used for covers. None of those wrappers give contents and the two (dated June 1847) that have “Série” on the cover with a blank area in
front to allow for a handwritten number have no handwritten number (Fig. 1). It is
assumed that this was the form of wrapper used for each livraison when originally issued
and the livraison number would be written in front of “Série”. If so, there is obviously no
room on the wrapper for the contents to be printed, pasted, or handwritten, thus it is
assumed that such information was not included with the wrappers but could only be
ascertained from examination of the original material within each wrapper.

Frequency of publication
The backs of the wrappers that were found give information on intended total livraisons
(= séries) and plates, frequency of issuance, and prices for subscribing (cf. Fig. 2). as with
most works published in parts over a number of years, the initial estimate of total
livraisons increased with subsequent volumes. The back wrapper for the completed volume 1 in 1841 indicated that there would be 8 “tomes” consisting of 2 “volumes” each
and comprising a total of 30 livraisons. The following year, that estimate increased to 96
livraisons. Toward the end of the project, the estimated number of livraisons was 144 in
12 “tomes”. In actuality, the 12th volume contained livraison 145 and 5 more livraisons
made up the last volume 13. The last livraison (151) contained no textual matter, but only
the legends to the plates in the atlas volumes.
Up through 1844, the intention was to issue livraisons every 20 days to contain both
text (3 to 4 feuilles) and plates (2). This may have been the case at the beginning, but
records of receipt at various societies and recording journals shows a more varied issuance
of livraisons and in some cases issued on a monthly basis instead of every 20 days.

DATING OF THE WORK
The first to attempt dating of the volumes and livraisons of this dictionnaire were
Sherborn & Palmer (1899). Their dates derived primarily from presentation of livraisons
at the meetings of the Société Géologique de la France. Stafleu & Cowan (1981) also provided dating, theirs being of the volumes (not the livraisons) based on dates recorded in
the Bibliographie de la France. Iredale (1937) gave dates of publication of some of the
livraisons based on their notice and/or review in the Revue Zoologique de la Société
Cuvierienne, some dates of which were earlier than those recorded by Sherborn & Palmer
(1899). Evenhuis (1990) summarized the dating research of previous workers and added
new dating evidence in tabular form, adding many dates deriving from receipts of
livraisons announced at the meetings of the académie des Sciences in Paris. Despite the
effort made at attempting to obtain as accurate as possible dates at that time, a number of
gaps in pagination of livraisons existed and as a result, no accurate listing of the contents
of every livraison could be made.
During the subsequent 29 years, further research has been done and, given the
knowledge of how many feuilles comprised a livraison or set of livraisons, some of which
was unknown in 1990, a more complete set of dates of the 150 livraisons of text can be
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made. This results in being able to also provide the starting and ending terms in each
livraison. This new dating and contents adds significantly more accuracy to the dates of
many type designations made in the Dictionnaire and may be considered as minimum
publication dates until better dating is found for each livraison. The results of the dating
are presented in Table 1.
Dating of the plates in the three-volume atlas still remains a mystery. No further
information has come to hand that would help pinpoint the dates of each plate based on
which livraison in which they were included. Until unbound livraisons of text and plates
are found with the original wrappers, the dates of the plates remain unknown.
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Table 1. Contents, pagination and dates of publication for livraisons
of the Dictionnaire Universel d'Histoire Naturelle*

*

items in red are changes to or information new to the original table of dates and contents in
Evenhuis (1990); items in square brackets and highlighted in yellow are interpolated dates for
livraisons for which dates could not be found. abbreviations: BF = Bibliographie de la France;
CR = Comptes Rendus.
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Table 1 (continued). Contents, pagination and dates of publication for livraisons
of the Dictionnaire Universel d'Histoire Naturelle*

*

items in red are changes to or information new to the original table of dates and contents in
Evenhuis (1990); items in square brackets and highlighted in yellow are interpolated dates for
livraisons for which dates could not be found. abbreviations: BF = Bibliographie de la France;
CR = Comptes Rendus.
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Table 1 (continued). Contents, pagination and dates of publication for livraisons
of the Dictionnaire Universel d'Histoire Naturelle*

*

items in red are changes to or information new to the original table of dates and contents in
Evenhuis (1990); items in square brackets and highlighted in yellow are interpolated dates for
livraisons for which dates could not be found. abbreviations: BF = Bibliographie de la France;
CR = Comptes Rendus.

